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Start 10am to 12pm.
£15 per adult, £10 under sixteen.
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The ride is approx. 10 miles long over Common, Woodland,
Tracks and quiet lanes. Rosettes for every rider.
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Brentor Commons Association manages Bowden and Liddaton Downs and welcomes
horse riders. The profits from the ride will be shared between BCA to continue their
environmentally friendly management of the commons and SWR to continue our
work to improve off road riding. South West Riders are very grateful to a local
landowner who has given permission to ride in his woods.
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Parking will be on the common, so to protect the area
it will be cancelled if ground is too soft.
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Enter on the day, enquiries to Gretta – 01822 811005 - grettamadigan@gmail.com.
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Please note some tracks are steep and stony. There will be other users in this beautiful and
popular area, so please ride considerately and courteously.
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South West Riders is a bridleways group affiliated to the BHS and
working to improve off road riding please visit www.southwestriders.org.uk
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